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Finally, a good use for Augmented Reality (AR)!

And no, it’s not a video game! Yes, besides Pokemon Go which my brother would
argue is a game changer, Augmented Reality (AR) has never really seen its full
potential. Kind of like QR codes which have been around forever and prior to the
pandemic it was often presented by creative types as this year’s novel approach to a
marketing campaign.

On a recent family trip overseas (more on that in another post), we did the typical
tourist things. Visiting museums, churches, and other tourist traps, I mean castles
throughout some of the most historic (“old”) cities on the planet. It was in Paris
where I had my AR Eureka! moment.

When you take three teenagers to such places with no cell service (we took their
phones), and infamously limited attention span, let's face it- they are hard to please.
We were visiting the Palais de Justice next to Sainte-Chapelle Church when we
were issued tablets for our tour. At first, I declined one thinking it would be just
another audio/video tour guide. However, in each room, there are “Histopads” that
enable the AR feature for the room.

https://storage.googleapis.com/support-kms-prod/hzWtbvkLMhiEwo0GrzlIYthKDcZARWKqAqhl
https://storage.googleapis.com/support-kms-prod/hzWtbvkLMhiEwo0GrzlIYthKDcZARWKqAqhl


Simply point the camera to these designated spots and violá! (sorry, couldn’t resist!)
our screens became alive as it was during the 17th century! Filled with sights,
sounds, and information about the period. Our three teenagers all of sudden became
interested in what they were seeing and went from room to room exploring! I can tell
you this happened nowhere as enthusiastically as in Palais de Justice in Paris.

I hope more historic destinations do this in the future. Trust me, others certainly
could use it!

There are additional museums that are adopting AR in similar ways. Check them
out here.here.

https://www.museumnext.com/article/how-museums-are-using-augmented-reality/


Have a great week.
Best,
Ron President and Founder, Engage Media
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us at info@engagemedia.com. Our team of professionals is ready to assist you with all your digital and
traditional media needs.
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25+ iOS 16-ready apps featuring Lock Screen widgets you can try today25+ iOS 16-ready apps featuring Lock Screen widgets you can try today

One of the major changes with today’s launch of iOS 16 is the ability for users’ to now personalize their
Lock Screen with widgets, in addition to adding widgets to the Home Screen, which had rolled out in iOS
14. However, outside of built-in widgets for Apple’s first-party apps like Calendar, Clock, Fitness, Home,
News, Reminders and others, this new feature relies on developer adoption. Fortunately, a number of app
developers have worked to make their apps iOS 16-ready on launch day, having seemingly understood
the power that comes from earning a place in this key iPhone real estate.

Whether you’re looking to customize your overall iPhone theme or you have a more specific goal in mind
— like keeping up with your workouts or emails, for instance — there are already quite a few apps going
live today that can help you personalize your device’s Lock Screen using widgets. These widgets come
in three sizes: circular, rectangular and inline. The first two appear below the clock on the Lock Screen,
while inline widgets sit as a line of text and/or symbols above. But it’s up to the developers which widgets
they choose to support.

To add the widgets, you just press and hold on your Lock Screen after updating to iOS 16 then tap the
“Customize” button. From this edit mode, you can then tap the row where you want to add or swap out
widgets. This will pull up a window that lists the available widgets you can add.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Tech Crunch

https://www.engagemedia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/engage-local-media/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/09/12/25-ios-16-ready-apps-featuring-lock-screen-widgets-you-can-try-today/


Connect with local customers and drive offline sales with online adsConnect with local customers and drive offline sales with online ads

A customer’s interaction with your business can start online and then finish in your local store or physical
business location. Here are some tips to help you enhance your online ads and optimize them to drive
more store visits and sales to your business.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

TikTok Adds More Regional Trend Insights to its ‘TikTok Insights’ Data ToolTikTok Adds More Regional Trend Insights to its ‘TikTok Insights’ Data Tool

This could be helpful in your holiday planning – today, TikTok has announced that it’s added a heap
more data to its ‘TikTok insights’ tool, which provides a range of snapshots and notes on key market
trends, which you can filter down to specific info for your campaigns.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Social Media Today

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/6190135
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/tiktok-adds-more-regional-trend-insights-to-its-tiktok-insights-data-tool/631377/


Sony’s mobile game acquisition is an opportunity for in-game adsSony’s mobile game acquisition is an opportunity for in-game ads

The news: Sony has acquired European mobile game developer Savage Games, expanding its presence
beyond gaming consoles to mobile devices.

Why Savage Games? There are plenty of mobile developers out there with successful games under their
belt that Sony could acquire to instantly get a revenue boost. So why did it pick Savage Games, a studio
that’s yet to release a title?
For one, the studio’s leaders come from prestigious, successful studios like Rockstar (creators of “Grand
Theft Auto”). The company’s first game will reportedly be a live service mobile shooting game—a
lucrative genre that’s made way for some of the highest-grossing games in recent memory.

Fortnite has a mobile version, as do the popular “battle royale” games Call of Duty: Warzone,
Playerunknown's Battlegrounds, and Apex Legends. The mobile version of Apex Legends was released
on May 17, and as of late June had already grossed over $13 million in revenues.

Sony has developed a reputation in recent years for “prestige” experiences—video games with high-
production values that are often compared with (and adapted to) television and film. The talent behind
Savage Games and the market it’s entering lets Sony extend its reputation for high-quality games to
mobile devices, and gives it a slice of those revenues.

The ad opportunity: Interest in in-game advertising has reached a fever pitch this year and attracted the
attention of major publishers. But while ads are new to console and PC gaming, they’ve been embedded
in mobile games for years.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/sony-s-mobile-game-acquisition-opportunity-in-game-ads


Google, YouTube Launch Features To Provide More Accurate, Trustworthy ElectionGoogle, YouTube Launch Features To Provide More Accurate, Trustworthy Election
InformationInformation

As Google prepares for a wave of misinformation ahead of the midterm elections in the United States, the
company is making changes to provide more accurate and trustworthy information in search and through
YouTube.

In the coming weeks, the company will launch tools that highlight local and regional journalism about
campaigns and races.
Searches for “how to vote,” in English and Spanish, will highlight information sourced from state election
officials, including important dates and deadlines based on user location, and instructions on acceptable
ways to cast a ballot.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

Heinz speaks to millennials’ ‘adulting’ woes in animated spotHeinz speaks to millennials’ ‘adulting’ woes in animated spot

Heinz is promoting its No Sugar Added Ketchup in a playful new campaign targeted at millennials – with
the simple goal of making ‘adulting’ easier.

‘Adulting’ – a now oft-derided, memeable millennial turn of phrase – can certainly be hard. Paying taxes?
Learning how to cook? It’s a lot. Luckily, says the condiment purveyor, it’s easy to make a simple health-
conscious decision and cut down sugar consumption by switching to Heinz No Sugar Added Ketchup.

The product claims to marry “the great taste of Heinz with sweetness from plants” while helping
consumers cut down on sugar.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/377219/google-youtube-launch-features-to-provide-more-ac.html
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2022/09/08/heinz-speaks-millennials-adulting-woes-new-animated-spot


Source: The Drum

Instagram's testing a new feature that steps on BeReal's turfInstagram's testing a new feature that steps on BeReal's turf

Instagram's ongoing quest to be anything other than itself has a new development. The app is now
running internal tests of a feature that will randomly prompt users to take spontaneous selfies — a
function that sounds a lot like social media photo app BeReal.

Spotted by developer and notable leaker Alessandro Paluzzi, Instagram's new feature is called IG Candid
Challenges. Similarly to BeReal, IG Candid will send a notification to users at a random time during the
day, prompting them to take a photo with both their front- and rear-facing cameras. The resulting image
will then be shared on their Instagram Story.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

How to use Twitter Circle to limit who sees your tweetsHow to use Twitter Circle to limit who sees your tweets

Now that Twitter Circle has officially launched globally, you're probably wondering how to use it and what
it actually lets you do. Twitter Circle essentially lets you tweet to a specific audience on Twitter, an
audience in which all the members are picked by you. That way, you don't have to tweet your shower
thoughts and hot takes to everyone on the bird app. You can keep it just between you and a bunch of
your favorite fellow Twitter users.

In this guide, we'll go over everything you need to know about Twitter Circle, including what it is, how to
set it up, and how to send a tweet to your own Twitter Circle.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Digital Trends

https://mashable.com/article/instagram-bereal-ig-candid-challenges?
https://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/how-to-use-twitter-circle/


Facebook will stay atop the US social commerce ladderFacebook will stay atop the US social commerce ladder

Facebook is still the king of social commerce in the US. More than 60% of US social media users ages 14
and older will make a purchase via the platform this year, and about 40% will do so via its sister app
Instagram. TikTok will grow the fastest in this regard, drawing nearly one-quarter of social buyers in that
age group. TikTok will remain the No. 3 social commerce destination for the next few years, but it could
climb the rankings as Instagram’s focus switches to advertising.

In addition to its new shopping ads, TikTok also benefits from its direct line to Douyin, its Chinese
counterpart, which flourishes in a country with more than 460 million social buyers, versus the nearly 100
million in the US.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/facebook-will-stay-atop-us-social-commerce-ladder


TikTok Ups its Ad GameTikTok Ups its Ad Game

TikTok continues to be a sleeping giant in the world of brand and SMB advertising. It’s already a giant
that’s awake when considering its user traction, global growth and engagement levels. The “sleeping” part
refers more to its underdeveloped advertising systems, though that’s quickly changing.

After launching shoppable video formats and a new AR creation platform (Effect House), TikTok’s latest
move is to formalize its ad revenue ambitions. Known as Shopping Ads, they’re meant for brands to more
easily advertise on TikTok. Beyond just promotion, these formats are all about shoppability.

What is shoppability? As Localogy Insider readers know, this is our term for the rise of buy buttons and
transactional functionality across consumer touchpoints. Everything is becoming shoppable – from
Instagram Stories to YouTube videos. It isn’t a new trend but its been accelerated in the Covid era.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Localogy

Soothing videos: The surprising trend capturing Gen Z’s attentionSoothing videos: The surprising trend capturing Gen Z’s attention

Modern life is stressful. Everyone has their own coping mechanisms to calm down. We write in gratitude
journals, take deep breaths, and, in many instances, we turn to soothing YouTube videos.

A new 2022 Ipsos survey of thousands of Gen Z respondents shows that 83% have used YouTube to
watch soothing content that helps them relax.

ASMR videos (aka whisper videos) have been around for many years and continue to be among the
most watched formats in this category. Other popular forms of soothing content include nature films,
cottagecore videos, and compilations of “oddly satisfying” clips. Gen Z is a young cohort — the oldest
ones are just 25 — but this generation is a major force in shaping international culture and consumption,
both online and in person. Being conscious of their needs and interests is key to creating relevant
messaging and connecting with them on a deeper level.

https://www.localogy.com/2022/08/tiktok-ups-its-ad-game/


Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

Instagram ‘Not Interested’ button could come to save your feedInstagram ‘Not Interested’ button could come to save your feed

Those suggested posts on Instagram aren’t going anywhere, but the app may let you have more of a say
in what’s recommended to you.

On Tuesday, Instagram’s parent company Meta announced that the photo and video sharing app would
be taking another step towards possibly letting you have more control over the content you see in the
app. And we’re not talking about its existing Sensitive Content Control feature this time. According to
Meta, Instagram is currently testing and plans to test two new ways for you to customize the kinds of
content suggested to you.

Instagram is currently trying out a feature that lets you hide posts you don’t want to see on the Explore
screen and essentially tells the app to stop showing them that sort of content going forward. This
experimental option is known as Not Interested, and it allows you to mark more than one post in Explore
as content you’re not interested in seeing.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Digital Trends 

Here’s everything Apple announced at its ‘Far Out’ iPhone eventHere’s everything Apple announced at its ‘Far Out’ iPhone event

It’s Apple event day, which means new hardware galore. New iPhones! New Apple Watches! New

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/gen-z-viewing-habits/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/instagram-not-interested-button-save-your-feed/


AirPods! Didn’t have time to tune in live? Don’t sweat it — we’ve summed up the most important parts for
easy skimming.
New iPhones

Apple came out swingin’ with not one, not two, but four new iPhones: iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone
14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max. The iPhone 14 will have a 6.1″ display, while the iPhone 14 Plus display
will come in at 6.7″. Both will run the A15 Bionic chip first seen in last year’s iPhone 13 Pro. There’s a
12MP rear camera (which Apple now refers to as the “main” camera) with a larger sensor on the back,
while the 12MP front-facing camera is getting a fancy new auto-focus system for better/faster selfies.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Tech Crunch

White House Backs New Privacy Laws, Section 230 OverhaulWhite House Backs New Privacy Laws, Section 230 Overhaul

The White House on Thursday called for a host of new technology laws -- including ones that would
restrict data collection and targeted advertising.

“There should be clear limits on the ability to collect, use, transfer, and maintain our personal data,
including limits on targeted advertising,” the administration stated Thursday at a meeting regarding tech
platforms. “We especially need strong protections for particularly sensitive data such as geolocation and
health information, including information related to reproductive health.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post 

What Starbucks’ bet on NFTs says about the future of loyaltyWhat Starbucks’ bet on NFTs says about the future of loyalty

Over the past year, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have become commonplace, with brands frequently tying
them to digital perks, merchandise and exclusive experiences. Though the tokens have gradually been
losing shock factor, an upcoming push by Starbucks to tie NFTs into its lauded loyalty program could
reignite some spark.

In a recent earnings call, the company teased a September launch date for the NFT tie-in, a move meant
to attract new customers to its loyalty program, which already awards free drinks and merchandise. The
chain also hopes the loyalty update will be accretive to its core retail stores.

https://techcrunch.com/2022/09/07/heres-everything-apple-announced-today-at-its-far-out-iphone-event/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/377557/white-house-backs-new-privacy-laws-section-230-ov.html?edition=127530


“This new digital web3-enabled initiative will allow us to build on the current Starbucks Rewards
engagement model with its powerful spend-to-earn stars approach while also introducing new methods of
emotionally engaging customers, expanding our digital third place community, and offering a broader set
of rewards,” said Starbucks interim CEO Howard Schultz during the call.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Marketing Dive
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